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Abstract 

At present, the mechanism for anomalous energy transport in low-* 
toroidal plasmas - tokamaks and stellarators - remains unclear, although 
transport by turbulent ExB velocities associated with nonlinear, fine-
scale microinstabilities is a leading candidate. This article discusses 
basic theoretical concepts of various transport and confinement 
enhancement mechanisms as well as experimental ramifications which 
would enable one to distinguish among diem and hence identify a 
dominant transport mechanism.While many of the predictions of fine-
scale turbulence are born out by experiment, notable contradictions 
exist. Projections of ignition margin rest both on the scaling properties 
of the confinement mechanism and on the criteria for enetering enhanced 
confinement regimes. At present, the greatest uncertainties lie with the 
basis for scaling confinment enhancement criteria, A series of questions, 
to be answered by new experimental/theoretical work, is posed to 
resolve these outstanding contradictions (or refute the fine-scale 
turbulence model) and to establish confinement enhancement criteria. 
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1. Introduction. 

Plans are now being developed for a compact magnetic confinement machine* 
which will be principally heated by thermonuclear reactions and may realize the long-
sought goal of controlled thermonuclear ignition. Success would unequivocally 
demostrate the scientific feasibility of magnetic fusion power. The cost of such a device, 
while modest in comparision to the superconducting supercollider-* (~$6B) or space 
station^ (-S30B), is nonetheless high enough (-S 0.8-1.5B) that a careful tradeoff 
between device parameters and cost could result in appreciable savings. What additional 
cost is certainty of ignition worth, given the many important goals a power amplification 
experiment with an amplification Q - 5 could fufUl? Energy confinement dictates the size, 
and hence the cost, of the planned experiments. Uncertainties in extrapolating energy 
confinement physics translates into uncertainties as to whether a particular device will 
attain Q » 5 or ignition. The questions this article addresses are: First, what is our 
knowledge of the energy confinment mechanisms and their scaling in tokamaks and 
stellarators that would form the basis of a tradeoff? Second, will enhanced confinement 
regimes, found routinely in many tokamaks, be realized in an ignition device? There are 
significant unresolved issues and contradictiens. The role of this article is to make the 
issues and the context in which they arise specific. Our "conclusions" take the form of a 
Table of 21 questions whose answers require new experimental and theoretical research. 

Let us remark that, while energy confinement times in stellarators are appreciably 
smaller than tokamaks, they are in accord with theoretical tokamak confinement scaling 
formulas, suggesting a common mechanism for anomalous energy transport Present 
stellarator experiments^*? are comparable in size to the tokamaks of the early 1970's 
(minor radius - 20 cm). Thus, one can hope that new, larger stellarator experiments such 
as Wendelstein VH-X & and the Large Helical Device, 9 which will have minor radii a « 
60 cm almost as large as TFTR, will find correspondingly longer confinement times and 
enhanced confinment regimes. One also looks to stellarators as devices where 
nondimensional parameters (e.g., the q-profile, magnetic well geometry, and trapped 
particle fraction) differ from tokamaks and hence a source of insightful fluctuation 
experiments and important data on confinement mechanisms. In addition to anomalous 
transport, stellarators suffer direct orbit loss by dint of their 3-dimcnsional geometry 10; 
these losses are outside the scope of this article. 
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The reliability of confinement projections for ignition experiments clearly depends 
on the degree of extraploation from present results. The most meaningful extrapolation is 
the ignition margin - fusion power divided by power losses - which is proportional to the 
product "DT(0)Tj(0)T£ because the DT fusion reaction rate increases roughly as Tj^ with 
temperature. Let density and temperature be given by parabolic profiles 

• f i - T K P K l - i W * n=n(0)(l-r2/a 2) a» . (1) 

Calculations by G. Bateman (private communication) then indicate that ignition 
requires 

nrjrrfO) Ti(0) TE = ( 36±3) l+2an+2aT . 10 2 0 nr* keV s * 60-1020 m-3 keV s (2) 
l+otn+ax 

for reasonable values of ct n and a-p (e.g. o^ » 0.5, a-p • 2.0). Equal thermonuclear 
and auxiliary heating occurs when Q=5, which requires nrjr(0) Ti(0) t£ = 30 nf^ke Vs. 
The best experimental results, summarized in Table 1, lie roughly an order of 
magnitude below these goals. 

The proposed Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) facility1 differs from the three 
experiments of Table 1 principally in its higher magnetic field and plasma current. 
Electron and ion temperatures are expected to be close in CIT because the rate of ion-
electron temperature relaxation exceeds the inverse energy confinement time and ot-
particles preferentially heat electrons, rather than ions. Hence plasmas with T e » Tj are 
the appropriate starting point for extrapolation. CIT's goal is to study the physics of 
self-heated plasmas, defined by Q>5. 

Reactor engineering issues as well as fusion physics are the focus of the ITER 
device, 1 1 now under study by an international conceptual design team. These issues 
require an ignited plasma. Table 2 compares the various devices. 

Recently, Dm-D has obtained discharges with nD(0)Tj(0)tE * 1.01020m"3keVs with 
Ti(0) = 4.5 kcV, Te(0) * 3.5 keV (R. Stambaugh, private communication, 1990). 
Extrapolating from DIII-D to CIT principally involves predicting the consequences of a 
factor-of-5 increase in toroidal field and plasma current; the shape and size are quite similar. 
This must yield a factor-of-60 increase in n a ^ T ^ O ) ^ for ignition. Fortunately, 
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theoretical microturbulence scaling [see Eqs.(23),(35)-<39)] predicts this factor will be 
attained; empirical scaling [Eq.(40)] falls short of ignition but is still sufficient to achieve 
Q-5. 

The plasma volume of the TFTR tokamak is almost identical to CIT, so that the 
required factor-of-30 increase in nrj(0)Tj(0)X£ (under Tj «• T e conditions) must be 
accomplished by doubling the toroidal field and elongating plasma shape in a way that 
increases plasma current. Because of its focus on the supershot regime with T\ » T e , the 
highest values of nr3(0)Tj(0)T£ for TFTR with Tj -• T e occur under ohmic heating 
conditions12 and have rather low temperatures Tj(0)» 1.4 keV. The circular TFTR device 
does not benefit from the improved p-limit and confinement time associated with 
elongation.Thus scaling TFTR data to CIT is subject to greater uncertainties than scaling 
Dm-D and JET results and is not attempted. 

JET has successfully combined pellet injection with neuual beam injection (NBI) heating13 

to reach n D (0)T i (0)t E * 5.810 2 0nT 3keVs at Tj(0) = 8.3 keV in an elongated plasma, 
only a factor-of-10 below ignition requirements. One must note that high nTv discharges in 
JET are characterized by a rapidly increasing energy content which is terminated by an 
abrupt release of carbon, called "carbon blooms", from hot spots on the limiters. Hence, 
the maximum value of nTr for JET is expected to increase when the planned single-null 
divenor, which should eliminate hot spots and carbon blooms, is installed. Extrapolation of 
JET data trades off the benefits of higher plasma toroidal field and plasma elongation 
versus penalties of reduced size. Again, microturbulence scaling supports realization of 
ignition inCTT. 

The point to be made here is that the extrapolation to ignition is appreciable. Factors of 
10 to 60 in nTt are invovled. The most optimistic extrapolations predict nTt -
lOO-lO^nT^keVs for C J J , a factor-of -2 above requirements. It is against this 
background that we must measure our knowledge of confinement. 
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Table 1. Values of nD(0)Tj(0)T£ Achieved in Experiment* 

n D (0) Ti(0) x E ( 1 0 2 0 m' "3 keV s ) 

Experiment 

T i > > T e T i = T e 

JET1 8.9 5.8 

Dffl-D 2 0.5 1.0 

TFTR3 4.2 2.0 

1 A. Gibson and the JET team, "A Review of the JET Project", International Plasma Physics Conference 
New Delhi, November 1989; G. Schmidt, private communication, January 1990. 
2 R. Siambaugh, private communication, January 1990. 
3 M.G. Bell s u l in Plasma PhyS. Control. Nucl. Fusion Res. 1988 (Proc. 12 t h Int. Conf.. 
Nice) p27; R. J. Hawryluk etal in Plasma Phys. Control. NucL Fusion Res. 1986 ( Proc. 

11 t h Int. Conf., Kyoto) p51. 
* See also Table 7. 

Table 2. CIT, ITER, and Present Tokamaks 

(Tj - T e conditions with maximum njj(0) Tj(0) Tjr) 

Experiment 

err 
Dffl-D 

JET* 

TFTR 

ITERt 

Rm *m 

2.1 0.66 

1.7 0.62 

3.0 1.0 

2.4 0.7 

5.5 1.8 

K B T 

2.0 10 

2.0 2.1 

1.9 2.8 

1.0 5.0 

2.0 5.3 

!MA %.9S 

11 3.2 

2.8 3.7 

4.2 3.3 

1.6 3.2 

18 3.1 

* Single-null H-mode. ^Technology phase. 
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2. Identification of Tokamak/Stellarator Transport and 
Confinement Enhancement Mechanisms 

How does energy flow across magnetic surfaces in a tokamak plasma? The easy 
answer is too fast; classical transport would be much slower than the observed 
"anomalous" heat fluxes. It is generally believed that fine-scale instabilities, driven by 
density and temperature gradients, arise in a tokamak plasma and generate a heat flux as a 
consequence of their non-linear self-consistent saturation. But there are a variety of 
instabilities and saturation mechanisms. First principles, quantitative predictions require 
theoretical calculations of turbulence in a 5-dimensional phase space - even more 
challenging than ordinary 3-dimensional hydrodynamic turbulence. For example, to 
explain the difference between L-mode and H-mode confinement in terms of electrostatic 
microinstabilities (a leading candidate), one requires computations of sufficient accuracy 
to show that bulk plasma thermal diffusivity changes by a factor -5 in response to 
changes in plasma profiles. Futhennore, contradictions exist between fundamental 
theoretical scaling properties, derived from dimensional analysis, and empirical 
confinement scaling relations, derived from an extensive data base of tokamak 
experiments. Belcw, we argue that one could interpret the empirical scaling relations as 
contradicting the fundamental tenet of theory that plasma gradients are the ultimate cause 
of anomalous transport The questions are then: Which mechanisms govern energy 
transport and confinement enhancement in current research tokamaks and what are their 
scaling properties? Can we identify these mechanisms from regression analyses of 
tokamak data bases? Which mechanisms will govern transport in CIT? And, can we 
develop useful understanding and control of these mechanisms in CIT? 

The resources that can be brought to bear on answering these questions consist of an 
impressive data base of tokamak and stellarator global confinement time measurements 
and two decades of theoretical research on the linear instabilities which plague 
axisymmetric tokamaks as well as on their nonlinear consequences. Regression 
techniques applied to the data base have generated empirical scaling relations (which arc 
often unfortunately called "scaling laws") expressing global confinement time in terms of 
parameters the experimentalist can control, such as plasma current I p , toroidal field B-p, 
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line average density n e , plasma size and shape, etc. Perhaps the best-known empirical 
scaling relation is the 1984 Goldston-Aachen formula14 

TE (sec) = 0.037 IMA PMW Rii 7 5 3m0-37 K 0 5 (Ai/1.5). (3) 

Since then, candidate empirical formulas have multiplied profusely.*5 Goldston's 
formula is representative of what has become known as L-mode confinement and 
characterizes the confinement rime which tokamaks can realize with nominal operations. 
Additional features, such as defining the plasma boundary magnetically with a separatrix 
instead of by material limiters, can enhance observed confinement times by roughly a 
factor-of-two over L-mode. This change coincides with quite different fluctuation levels, 
density profiles, and temperature profiles in the vicinity of the separatix and is called H-
mode confinement.1*' When intense central NBI heating and fueling is coupled with a 
first wall vacuum conditioning that absorbs impinging ions, a different enhanced 
confinement regime, dubbed "supershots",*? is obtained with T ^ » T e and peaked 
density profiles. Peaked profiles have also improved confinement in ASDEX and JFT-
2M. 1 8 

One might hope that theorists could overcome the technical difficulties engendered by 
a 5-dimensional phase space and offer at least qualitative guidance on how confinement 
will scale, even though experiment must be called on to identify and resolve quantitative 
issues, such as the L-mode/H-mode transition. Indeed, qualitative s c a l i n g s 1 ^ 2 can 
readily be found by dimensional analysis for electrostatic microinstabiliries (where the 
bulk of theoretical research lies) and checked against the experimental data base. The 
predicament tokamak confinement scaling faces is that this experiment-theory comparison 
has lead to mixed results. A general qualitative and quantitative agreement is marred by 
distinctly different scaling in several important variables. 

In this author's view, the program to identify a dominant transport mechanism has 
reached an impasse. Many experimentalists will not accept electrostatic microinstability 
scaling because of the contradictions which will be fully described below. Theoreticians, 
with good theoretical justification, continue to focus the bulk of their work on 
electrostatic microinstabilirics which, we argue in Eq. (20), can never yield the Goldston 
Aachen formula. The highest priority in tokamak transport research must be with those 
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efforts which will identify the dominant transport mechanism and break this impasse. It 
is not clear at present whedier the identification of thermal confinement scaling with 
regression analyses is subject to unappreciated systematic biases or whether theorists 
have been devoting the bulk of their effort to a nondominant transport mechanism. 

2.1. Identification of Transport Mechanisms. 

A first step in achieving a limited predictive capability of tokamak transport is to 
identify the dominant transport mechanism. Theorists offer two main possibilities: First, 
transport can result from turbulent, electrostatic E*B particle drifts across magnetic 
surfaces. Second, microscopic magnetic fluctuations can destroy the magnetic surfaces 
themselves, permitting high energy circulating electrons to stream along magnetic field 
lines and transfer heat from hot to colder regions. Experiments must be devised to 
distinguish between these phemonena. There is also the possibility that large-scale 
magnetic fluctuations, such as locked modes or error fields associated with low-order 
rational surfaces, influence tokamak transport2^ Experimentally, discharges exist in 
which such phenomena degrade confinement even below L-mode. The degree to which 
large-scale magnetic transport persists in optimized discharges is not clear experimentally. 
Theoretically, this area is underdeveloped, but receiving renewed and deserved interest 
under the name of neoclassical MHD.24,25 Sophisticated computational methods2^ j ^ 
required to evaluate the breakup of equilibrium magnetic surfaces into large scale islands 
in both tokamak and stellarator configurations. 

Within die first class of electrostatic ExB transport, two important subclasses exist, 
local, saturated turbulence and marginal stability states, the latter particularly in the 
context of instabilities driven by the ion temperature gradient.2? Pedagogically, it is 
useful to discuss the extreme marginal stability model while recognizing that, in real 
tokamaks, this model oversimplifies the physics, especially near the plasma periphery. 
The marginal stability model is based on the fact that the Ion Temperature Gradient (TTG) 
mode (often called the T|j-mode) has a marginal stability condition of the following 
generic form 

where the second term has been related to the shear length or toroidicity effects depending 
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upon which author one consults.-''' Here r)jc determines the critical value of TJJ 

and itself can be a function of nondimensional parameters such as Tj/Te and LsfLn s 
(Rq/sn)(dn/dr). The statement of marginal stability is that, according to calculations of 
renormalized hydrodynamic theories^? the heat flux associated with exceeding the 
marginally stable gradient (4) by a modest factor (e.g., factor-of-2) will greatly exceed 
the available flux corresponding to the auxiliary heating power. It follows that the ion 
temperature gradient must be everywhere close to its marginal value (4) and one can 
integrate (4) to find 

Tj(0) = T i i e d | e cxp -j dr [ii f c I d a . JL] < 6 j 

Succintly, the central ion temperature is directly related to the edge ion temperature. Edge 
confinement physics, which relates the edge temperature to the heat flux, governs Tj> edg e 

and hence Tj(0). In the extreme marginal stability model, confinement in the bulk plasma 
is ineffective; it is edge confinement that determines tokamak performance. In reality, the 
reference thermal diffusivity is expected to fall with temperature [see Eq.(7)], and the 
transition from marginal stability to saturated turbulence will be gradual, but still localized 
to the outside regions of a tokamak. Because edge confinement determines central 
temperature, marginal stability is said to be a nonlocal transport mechanism. Experiments 
show edge confinement to be sensitive to edge density profiles which, in turn, respond to 
particle fueling (see Sec. 2.7). 

It is important to devise experimental tests that can separate marginal stability states, 
which have a nonlocal relation between heat flux and gradients, from local saturated 
turbulence theories where a complicated (and still unknown) local nonlinear relation 
exists between heat flux and gradients. For example, marginal stability implies that Tj(r) 
responds rapidly to changes in nj(r), which can be changed by pellet injection, 
ELM's,l"-29 and gas puffs. Marginal stability also predicts that turbulence levels will 
respond rapidly if the plasma temporarily departs from marginal stability, suggesting that 
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microwave/laser scattering should observe bursts of turbulence coinciding with pellet 
injection and ELMs. A closely correlated question is: Do diffusivities and turbulence 
levels in the plasma interior respond instantaneously to the H-mode transition at the 
plasma edge, or do they change as a result of density profile changes propagating 
inward? In ASDEX/° changes in profile could account for the improved global 
confinement. Very accurate, time-dependent observations of plasma energy balance 
profiles and fluctuations are required here. 

One should also note that the argument leading to marginal stability relies on a 
theoretical derivation27 which concludes that the heat flux would appreciably exceed the 
available heat flux unless the plasma is close to marginal stability. If this derivation 
should prove to overestimate heat flux, the case for marginal stability will be less 
compelling. 

2.1.1 Fine-Scale Electrostatic Turbulence. Local, fine-scale, saturated electrostatic 
turbulence is a leading candidate for the mechanism governing confinment in tokamaks. 
Fine-scale is defined here to mean that the poloidal and radial scale size of the 
turbulence (and hence step-size in a diffusion process) is determined solely by the 
poloidal or toroidal ion gyroradius pg -p = (2Tj/M)M*/flg -p and other nondimensional 
parameters (p, q,s,Ln/Ls,T|j, Tc/Tj, R/a, etc.) some of which may be moderately large 
numerically. In particular, fine-scale means that the parameter pj/a does not enter in 
determining scale size. Equivalently, the step size in microinstability diffusion i:; 
independent of device size. The widely-used "mixing length rule" saturation estimates, 
which state that fluctuating gradients become comparable to background gradients (or 
ExB velocities comparable to equilibrium diamagnetic drift velocities), fulfill the fine-
scale ansatz provided the long-wavelength cutoff of the turbulent spectrum depends only 
on gyroradius. Fine-scale turbulence includes the well-known microinstabilities^O — 
ion temperature gradient modes, dissipative and coliisionless trapped electron drift 
modes. At the long wavelength end (kp = 0.06), trapped ion modes are often not small 
compared to machine size in high temperature tokamaks and the possibility of turbulent 
step size scaling with device size remains open. Fine-scale turbulence qualitatively differs 
from hydrodynamic turbulence where scale sizes proportional to system size (e.g., 
pressure gradient scale height in atomspheric and stellar convection) dominate transport 
Experiments to measure the scale size of tokamak turbulence are of paramount 
importance. Confinement scaling changes according to whether the fine-scale ansatz is 
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fulfilled or not. 

Trapped-particle instabilities are predicted to arise in stellarators as well. 
Stellarators are interesting configurations for investigations of microinstability physics 
because: (1) The helical connection length is short, making collisionless trapped-particle 
modes more accessible. (2) Trapped panicle fraction can be regulated through vertical 
field control of direct orbit losses.^-^ (3) The rotational transform profile is reversed 
from that of tokamaks. And (4), the wes1, magnetic shear in the center of stellarators will 
affect microinstability mode-structure. From the point of view of microinstability 
transport, stellarator research is jusc beginning. 

The importance of fine scale turbulence rests both on sophisticated linear stability 
codes32 which show that tokamaks are invariably unstable to a variety of 
microinstabilities while remaining stable to ideal MHD perturbations and on the 
observation of density fluctuations of the anticipated magnitude and frequency.73 Clearly 
these instabilities could have transport consequences and this has lead to a concentration 
of theoretical research on fine seal., turbulence. The question yet to be definitively 
answered is: Is fine-scale turbulence the dominant transport mechanism? 

If turbulence is fine-scale, then dimensional analysis of the equations governing 
electrostatic turbulence yield, for the case of electrostatic microinstabilities" 

x = c , Va*Mia g( v-, p, q, s, ru. WR. r/a, r/R, ...) (7 ) 
e 2 B 2 L„ 

where g is in principle a function of all the nondimensional parameters of a plasma (see 
Table 5) except pj/a. Equation (7) can be understood as a diffusion process wherein the 
step size is Ar « pj * (T/M)^ (Mc/eB) and the rate at which steps occur is taken to be 
proportional to the natural frequency of electrostatic turbulence o<« (T/M)^/L n . To 
estimate transport associated with a particular microinstability, one usually must modify 
both the step size and rate by the nondimensional arguments of g. 

An important special case arises when the plasma is both low-0 and collisionless. In 
this situation, straightfoward scaling arguments20-22 yield a set of nondimensional, 
nonlinear equations for fine-scale microinstability turbulence which contain only non-
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dimensional numbers of order unity, such as q,s,r|i, etc., and are independent of v*, P, 
and Pi/a. Thus, in the low-p\ collisionless limit, the function g in Eq.(7) is independent 
of the latter parameters and the explicit diffusivity of Eq.(7) governs the scaling of an 
entire class of microinstabilities. The remaining nondimensional parameters determine 
which of the several fine-scale instabilities - electron drift waves, ion temeperature 
gradient modes, or trapped ion modes - is dominant. The constant C\ is expected to be of 
order unity and relates the turbulence level to that given by the mixing length rule which 
states that turbulence saturates when fluctuating gradients are to the background gradient 
Computations^' of turbulent wavenumber spectra for microinstabilities remain in a state 
of flux. Theorists-''* have frequently used a provisional estimate of <kp>-0.3. One 
expects that both C\ and g will vary depending on which fine-scale instability is 
dominant. 

When diffusivity (7) is used in a simple 1-dimensional heat diffusion equation,^ 
one can determine the energy content for a given auxiliary heating power. The 
confinement time follows directly and, for fine scale turbulence, takes the form 

TE=Ux io*«(Jj-«^±^BM|fJ».« F (7.F,q;„) (8) 

where all quantities are in SI units. F is a function of ill-defined averages of 
nondimensional parameters which, at present, may be more reliably determined by 
experiment than by theory. An important consequence of Eq.(7) is that, if 
nondimensional parameters remain fixed from one device to another, then the explicit 
factors of Eq.(7) govern confinement scaling. Confidence in performance projections 
improves because uncertainties in scaling with nondimensional variables are eliminated. 
This is exploited in the Discussion section. 

Forms (7) and (8) are becoming known as gyro-reduced Bohm or electrostatic 
microinstability scaling. Figure 1 gives a representative fit plotted against L-mode 
tokamak and stellarator data. It is clear that Eq.{8) accounts for much of the variation in 
tokamak confinement times. Since the older and new fits are virtually identical, one can 
claim that microinstability scaling predicted the performance of L-mode TFTR and JET. 
The prediction is not as crisp purely .vmpirical L-mode (see Fig. 2), but nonetheless 
sufficient to give hope that a local turbulence model is on the right track. Further, 
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stellarator and tokamak data are fit by the same formula, suggesting a common transport 
mechanism. 

A key unresolved question is: Does electrostatic turbulence fulfill the fine scale 
ansatz? If it does not, then the parameter p /̂a can enter the arguments of Eqs.(7)-(8), 
changing confinement scaling. On the theoretical side, one needs to understand the long 
wavelength limit of trapped ion modes'^ which could be affected by device size. 
Experimentally, new diagnostics will attempt to visualize density fluctuations. One can 
also measure confinement scaling versus B at fixed v , q, p\ etc. to ascertain whether the 
exponents predicted by Eq. (8) are observed. Analyzing fast phase fluctuations on 
interferometer chords can indicate -- or set upper limits on -- low-m, large-scale density 
fluctuations (m£4). 

2.1.2 Empirical Scaling. The standard against which theoretical confinement scaling is 
judged consists of empirical regression formulas which express confinement time in 
terms of parameters which experimentalists can control: toroidal field, plasma current, 
heating power, plasma density, size and shape. These formulas fit L-mode data 
remarkably well and Fig. 2 presents four examples. Because each fit is superior to those 
of electrostatic microinstability theory presented in Fig. 1 and because of contradictions 
examined in Sec. 2.1.4, many experimentalists have concluded that empirical scaling is 
more reliable than theory in projecting performance of future devices. 



Fig. 1. Tokamak and stellarator L-mode confinement data plotted against theoretical 
microinstability scaling, Eq.(8), with (1/Cij°-4F= 1.0 . a) Older tokamaks, 1985 fit 
from ref 33. b) 1989 fit provided by R. Goldston with recent large tokamak data, c) Data 
from ATF stellarator provided by M. Murakami from " Overview of Recent Results from 
the Advanced Toroidal Facility", ORNL/TM -11453. 
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Empirical scalings face three difficulties which sugge; t caution in their usage. First, 
since empirical scalings are not based on physical principles, one cannot assess their 
range of validity. Indeed, empirical scalings are often not expressed in terms of the 
nondimensionai parameters which elementary plasma physics principles suggest should 
govern confinement. 19,20 Goldston-Aachen, Kaye-all-complcx, and Goldston-thermal 
share this property. Second, measured confinement times obviously reflect the physical 
processes bearing on plasma heating as well as confinement. But the use of empirical 
scaling in confinement projections is to extraploate confinement of only the thermal 
energy component. The question is: Do systematic trends in plasma heating profiles and 
creation of high energy panicles with appreciable energy content introduce important 
scalings into empirical regression formulas? Third, the assumption of a power law 
dependence is appropriate when confinement is governed by a single mechanism. Theory 
suggests thai different transport regimes exist, in which case power-law formulas 
experience difficultites. 

Two formulas of Table 3 — Bickenon MHD and Goldston Thermal -- attempt to 
remedy these defects. In addition, these formulas have been selected to demostrate 
potential variability of empirical confinement projections all of which fit the data base 
well. Bickenon found that a formula based entirely on ideal MHD quantities fit the data 
well. His regression formula is 

/ (const) (3/VA) pe2"2 (a/R)-3 qi-2 
I (0.198) l'08n0.16A0.16a0.7B0.6p-0.69 

where equivalent theoretical and practical versions have been given. Bickenon's formula 
is an example of a regression analysis which has been constrained to be in accord with 
elementary plasma physics principles, in this case ideal MHD. It is remarkable in its 
simplicity and accuracy. The paradox is that ideal MHD linear stability studies of 
tokamaks invariably show stability with respect to fine-scale, balloning modes for P 
values below the Troyon limit.35 Recently, Goldston devised a procedure for subtracting 
energy stored in a high energy tail from L-mode experimental data. The regression 
formula fit to confinement of the remaining thermal energy content, in the units of Table 
3,is 
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xE(sec) = (0.078) I 0 ' 5 B 0 - 2 2 nO" R 1- 2 8

 a 0 " A 0- 1 2 K 0 - 7 5 P 0 - 7 2 . (10) 

Note differences in density and power scaling from the Goldston Aachen formula (3). 
The next step is to correct for changes in the power deposition profile caused by beam 
attenuation at high densities. 

Regression analyses can potentially be used to identify the class of theory (i.e. the 
transport mechanism) best-suited to fit observations. The technique is to assume various 
functional forms for t£ motivated by theory. Equation (8) is an example for fine scale 
electrostatic turbulence. The form which exhibits the best fit is inferred to be the theory of 
choice. Difficulties arise when the theory so identified is judged to be inapplicable on 
theoretical grounds. For example, comparison of Figs, la.h with Fig. 2d suggest ideal 
MHD is to be preferred over fine scale electrostatic turbulence, even though tokamaks are 
stable to ideal MHD modes. A successful identification of transport mechanisms must 
yield scaling relations which follow from a justfiable theory. 

2.1.3 Power Loss and Diffusivity Formulas. A more transparent view of the physics 
and extrapolation properties implied by empirical confinement scalings results from re-
expressing them in terms of power loss and diffusivity by eliminating power in favor of 
temperature through a simple heat balance equation 

2 n T _ v = P v=2;t2Ra2K (11) 
t E(P) 

and by replacing plasma current with an elliptical model cross section formula 

ip — Ji ^ « l i i « / i "h»o »j - \"-/ 

Table 3 presents the results along with corresponding formulas for collisionless 
electrostatic microinstability scaling. It is particularly interesting to compare the power 
loss formulas with the expression for fusion energy production 

Pfusion = (const.) ng T T 2 (27i2Ra2K) (13) 

based on an approximate T^ dependence of the DT fusion rate. Evidently, different 
scaling relations suggest different experimental operations to optimize the ratio 
Pfusion/Pjoss = nTt . In contrast to conventional fusion diinking, the Bickerton and 
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Goldston thermal scalings optimize at very low density because of their steep dependence 
of P\ 0 Ss on density. We shall return to diis point following Eq. (14). 

2.1.4 Fine-Scale Electrostatic Microinstabilities and Empirical Scaling: Confluences and 
Contradictions 

To what extent are the scaling predictions of fine-scale electrostatic microinstability 
theory borne out by experiment? Let us focus on die diffusivity column of Table 3 for it 
is there that the physics implications of empirical scaling are most transparent. 
Furthermore, the results of nonlinear turbulence calculations usually relate heat and 
particle fluxes to temperature and density gradients via a diffusivity, even though the 
diffusivity itself may depend on gradients. Three areas of significant agreement lend 
support to microinstability scaling. First, the absolute value of global confinement times 
predicted by microinstabilty theory correspond to a curve (Fig.l) which runs through the 
middle of tokamak and stellarator L-mode data with no normalizing constants. Second, 
theory interprets confinement degradation with power as resulting from diffusivities 
increasing with temperature. Table 3 shows that empirical diffusivities have this property 
and that the temperature-dependence exponents are in good accord. Similarly, increased 
magnetic fields reduce diffusivities. Again, theoretical and empirical exponents are close. 
These successes suggest electrostatic microinstability theory is on the right track. 

But fine-scale electrostatic microinstability predictions qualitatively differ from 
empirical scalings in five important areas: confinement variation with hydrogen isotopes, 
density dependence, size scaling of diffusivities, diffusiviry profiles, and sensitivity of 
turbulence levels to plasma profile and edge effects. A discussion of these contradictions 
follow. 

1. First, the strong positive density dependence of Eq. (8) predicted by 
microinstablity for global confinement is not found in the experimental base, although the 
ASDEX team.16 finds an exponent = 0.3 in H-mode. Goldston thermal scaling Eq.(10) 
also exhibits a modest increase of confinement time with density. When coupled with 
power degradation, this results in empirical diffusivities that increase sharply with 
density. Alternatively, the empirical diffusivity vanishes in die n—»0 collisionless limit. 
One should ask if this is because some other physics in addition to microinstability 
transport is masking an inherent positive density dependence. Some suggestions include: 



Table 3. Empirical and Microinstability Confinement, Power Loss, Diffusivity, and Ignition Margin Scaling 

Name Confinement Law* t|;(sec) Diffusivity Power Loss ignition Margin 

Electrostatic (Q ; g ) a 2 - 4 K 0 < B n | l n<» 6 T'-5A0-5 nT 2 5 A 0 S
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Microinstability po.6A0.2 B 2 a B 2 x a ' To.5Ao.5 

Goldston ( O O 3 0 ) l R 1 7 s K o : i A t ) s nTa°24 , a ) o.s W1 niTiaL2!,Rf.S_W_ W ^ R J U 
Aachen Po.5ao.37 B2A R <1+K2)2 B2A a (1+K2)J • q 2 a 

Kayeall [ 0 0 6 o )l n- 8 5R 0" 5a" 3K n- 2 5n''-'B' )- 3A 0- 5 n"»T R K l sq'- 7

 n l .8 T 2 R 2 K l Sqi.7 n°-2aB2 3A(l+K2)'7

 a 

Complex ' pi>.5 B 2 3A(1+K 2)' 7 B2-3 A(l+K2)1-7 K ° V - 7 R 

Ooldston [ Q Q 7 8 ) I ° - 9 S B n 2 2 n » 2 4 R 1 2 8 a ° 2 » A 0 1 2 K ° - 7 5 n'-7 R 1 4 T 2 6 K°" q 3 4

 n2.7R2.4K0.9lq3.4T3.6 B 4 2 a 2 - 7 A- 4 4 ic 0 l ( l+K 2 ) 3 4 

Thermal p n " B4-2 A 0 4 4 a 0 " (1+tc2)3 4 B4-2A°-4 4a0-6 5(l+K2)3-4 n 0- 7 3 T1 6 R 1 4 q3-4 

Bickerton (0 l O B ) ' ' ° 8 " 0 ' 6 A 0 ' 6 U 0 - 7 R U - 6 I C 0 " 6

 n 1 .8 T 3 .22 R 3 .77 q } . 48 K 3 .03 n 2.7 T 3.22 R 4.77 K 3.03 q 3.48 B 3 . 4 » a 4 . 7 7 A 0 . 5 ( 1 + K 2 ) 3 . 4 t 
K e n ° " ' p0.69 A 0 S B 3 4 8 a " 7 ( l + K 2 ) 3 - 4 8 A ^ B ^ a ^ ' n t t C 2 ) 3 - 4 8 „0 7T1.22R3.77q 3.48 

ITER ( 0 0 i 8 ) A O 5 l O g V V ' a " - 3 R ' 2 > c < " nO-STR t̂cg'-7 n ' » T 2 R ' V 7 n » % ' A B ' ' ( l ^ ) 1 7 

P° 5 AB 2 - 1 (1+K»)'- 7 AB^UK 2 )'- 7 R ' 3 ' l " 

Units: P in MW, 1 in MA, B in Tesla, n in lO^W, R,a in m, A in atomic mass units. 
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(1) counting stacked beam energy in evaluating plasma energy, (2) plasmas with strong 
NBI ion heating (which raises Tj above T e) in cases where electron heat loss dominates, 
(3) neutral beam penetration effects, (4) operational correlation of Tĵ Ip, etc. with density 
so that effects of density are mistakenly attributed to T|j,Ip and (5) a (3-dependent 
confinement degradation mechanism. The change in density scaling between Goldston-
Aachen and Goldston-thermal demostrates that item (1) influences empirical scaling. 
Items (2-5) await definitive studies. Clearly, one expects a low-P limit to exist, in 
contrast to the empirical diffusvities of Table 3. 

If one uses the freedom to introduce additional density scaling via the parameters v* 
and/or (3 which are arguments of the undetermined function F and thereby alter the 
density dependence of (7) and (8), then the power degradation and magnetic field 
scalings, which do agree with experiments, are changed [see Eqs. (20,21)]. 

The empirical stellarator confinement scaling relation-^ 

finds the density exponent to be just that predicted by Eq. (8). Indeed, all exponents in 
Eq. (8) are quite similar to those observed in stellarator experiments. Results from JFT-
2M tokamak ICRF heating experiments^ agree with the theoretical density exponent, but 
differ with regard to power degradation. 

Several empirical scalings of Table 3 have the property that power losses increase so 
rapidly with density (faster than n 2) that one can optimize ignition margin by operating at 
very low density. The algorithmn for predicting CIT performance precludes this 
optimization by combining the auxiliary heating confinement time scaling law ( as given 
in Tables 3 and 4) with the neoAlcator co "inem< t time according to the formula 

tE = min(TE,neoAlc»ior.TE,aiK} (IS) 
Here 

ttneoAlcator = (0.07) H R 2 a q (16) 

in the units of Table 3, Empirically, Eqs.(15),(16) state that tokamaks can never achieve a 
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confinement better than ohmically-heated plasmas. Several questions can be raised 
concerning this procedure. First, if Tg a u x represents a valid scaling law, why doesn't it 
give the appropriate ohmic confinement when ohmic heating power is used? Second, 
formula (15) implies there are two confinement regimes, one characterized by no 
degradation of confinement with power. What physics principles govern the boundary? 
Third, why should the neoAlcator scaling law not have a power degradation factor? The 
reason that ohmic confinement formulas lack a power degradation factor is because 
power cannot be independendy controlled in ohmic experiments and not because physics 
principles preclude power degradation should power be increased over ohmic. Since the 
ohmic heating power P^j is given by 

Pn = (const.) B 2 Z e f f a 2 ( q T 3 / 2 R ) - 1 (17) 

one can construct a modified neoAlcator scaling 

W l c « o r = ( 0 . 0 7 ) n R 2 a q j ^ ) V (18) 

where v is an arbitrary exponent. The modified scaling law will, by construction, yield 
the correct confinement time for ohmically heated discharges. An alternative algorithmn to 
Eqs. (15),(16) would be to match the exponent v to the power degradation exponent in 
the auxiliary scaling law, thereby declaring that confinment degradation with power is a 
common feature in both regimes. Altogether, the algorithmn for optimzing ignition 
margin is overly arbtitrary when the empirical nTtg scaling has a strong density 
dependence. High power, low density confinement experiments are called for to clarify 
confinement scaling in the limit n-* 0. Furthermore, ohmic plasmas, together with their 
ohmic power, should be included in the tokamak data base for assessing confinement. A 
fundamental principle in our approach to confinement is that diat heating method does 
not affect confinement physics. 

2. The atomic mass dependence of Eq. (8) is opposite to the trend of observations 
which show that deuterium confinement is better than hydrogen confinement [F. Wagner, 
presentation at Ringburg Seminar(1989)]. While the extrapolation from pure deuterium 
plasmas to DT mixtures is not large, the isotope problem is very troubling to theorists 
because one expects protron plasmas, with their smaller gyroradius, to have better 
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confinement. Why experiments differ from such a simple principle is a real enigma, and 
the isotope effect constitutes a key objection to microinstability scaling. One should 
remark that, while an isotope effect is not always observed,^ confinement in hydrogen 
discharges does not exceed that in deuterium, in contradiction to the smaller gyroradius 
principle. 

Of the nondimensional quantities which can potentially control local turbulence levels, 
only two contain the ion mass. The first compares the effective electron collision 
frequency with typical drift wave frequencies 

G>* <k e P,> W U l s q J * 

This quantity enters into the transition from collisionless trapped electron modes to 
dissipativ^ trapped electron modes and eliminates the theoretical isotope effect for the 
dissipative trapped electron mode, but not from collisionless modes. Futher use of 
parameter (19) to give an isotope effect in the sense of observations would imply very 
severe confinement degradation with temperature which is not observed. Density scaling 
discrepancies would be aggravated as well.The second nondimensional parameter is 
PiU>pe/c = ( Mp/m)l/2- Use of this parameter to give the observed isotope effect would 
imply confinement improving with P, an unlikely prospect. Again, it appears that the 
resolution lies outside microinstability physics. Experiments with detailed n,Te,Tj 
profiles at fixed Bj,Ip,n are needed separately 'or D + , H + plasmas in OH, L- and H-
mode conditions to attempt to understand whether electron-ion heat transfer, atomic 
physics, plasma fueling, NBI species, external neutral pressure, etc. can provide an 
understanding of this enigma, either directly or through their influence on profiles which, 
in turn, affect turbulence. Experimentally, die existence of enhanced confinement regimes 
suggests confinement is quite sensitive to profile details which may be inadequately 
measured. Empirical projections of confinement exploit confinement improvement with 
atomic mass in estimating ignition margin. Numerically, the effect is small, but it could 
play a role if ignition margin is close to unity, as is the case for CIT and ITER. 

3. Microinstabilities arise from the presence of a pressure gradient in equilibrium. 
Consequently, the corresponding diffusiviiies depend on gradients. (While the density 
gradient appears explicitly in Eq. (7), it could be tranforrned into the temperature gradient 
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through the nondimensional parameter rjj .) Fine-scale microinstabilities obey the 
principle: the steeper the gradient, the higher the diffusivity. It is quite surprising then 
that, according to Table 3, empirical diffusvides exhibit the opposite trend. All empirical 
diffusitvities contain machine size to a positive power which, in effect, states die gender 
the gradient, die higher the diffusivity. Alternatively, this result could be understood in 
terms of a convection process or a diffusion process where die step size increases widi 
machine size, i.e., a process which violates die fine-scale ansatz. Because of diis scaling, 
empirical confinement projections for targe machines like ITER are pessimistic with 
respect to theory. Again, one can question whedier plasma heating physics, in particular 
NBI penetration effects, are masking a stronger positive size dependence. Also, since 
power is correlated with size (larger tokamaks have higher heating power), an 
underestimate of die power degradation exponent would lead a regression analysis to 
underestimate die postive size-scaling exponents. To test die latter hypothesis, Fig. 3 and 
Table 4 display two empirical fits, contributed by S. Kaye, of confinement time to the 
tokamak data base, die first unconstrained and die second constrained to have (length)^ 
scaling. It is clear tiiat die fits are almost equivalent. But formulas for confinement time, 
power loss and nTt£, given in Table 4, differ appreciably. The difference in predicted 
impact on tokamak optimization is dramatic. At fixed (J, the unconstrained fit indicates 
nTtg improves rapidly witii magnetic field and weakly widi machine size, favoring CIT-
like devices. With die constrained fit, nTtg increases rapidly witii machine size and 
weakly witii field, suggesting a large device such as ITER. Both fits share die bizarre 
trend of many empirical scalings to optimize nTTg at very low (}, which can be tracec to 
die fact tiiat tg does not increase strongly widi density. Indeed, none of die empirical 
diffusivities of Tables 3 and 4 show a clear collisionless limit as n-» 0. Experiments 
involving a series of discharges widi auxiliary heating and decreasing density are 
required to establish an experimental low-p, low collisionality scaling for confinement 
and diffusvity in tokamaks. 
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Fig. 3. Two fits to the L-mode tokamak data (see Table 4). a) Unconstrained fit "Kaye-
Simple". b) Fit constrained to have (sizer scaling. This Figure provided by S. Kaye. 
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Table 4. Two Empirical Fits to the Tokamak Data Base. 

Quantity Unconstrained Constrainedt 

%(sec) 

rms error 

Power Loss 

Diffusivity 

nTtc 

(o.ogs^i'-^B-'V 1* 7 3 

p.58 

13% 
n 2.38 T 2.38 R 3.14 K 1.14 q 2,5 

B 2- 8 6a<> 8(l+K 2) 2 S 

n 1.38 T 1.3g R 2.t4 K 1.14 q 2.S 

B 2 .86 a . 98 ( i + K 2)2 .S 

B 2 . 8 6 a . 8 4 ( 1 + K 2 ) 2 . 5 

( n T ) . 3 8 K . 1 4 q 2 . 5 IR 

(0.09i)* 4 6 a- 4 3 R 1 - 7 1 n- 2 l I- 8 4 

p.74 

16% 
n 3 . 0 3 T 3 . g i R . i 4 q 3 , 2 i K . 2 1 

BS-^a-^d+K 3) 3- 2 5 

n2.03T2.8Sq3.2S 

IRJ 

(ir 4 

B 3 2 5 a (1+K2)3-2 3 W 

B 3 . 2 S R . 4 6 a 2 . S 4 ( 1 + | c2 )3.2S 

n 1 .03 T 1 .85 K l . l q 3 .25 

Contributed by S. Kaye. Units are the same as Table 3. 
T Size scaling is (length)3; this includes the linear size scaling contained in I. 
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Points 1 -3 above constitute fundamental scaling discrepancies between a entire class 
of microinstabilities and experimental data. If they cannot be resolved by a 
reinterpretation of the data, then a major redirection of theoretical confinement research, 
which has focussed on fine-scale electrostatic turbulence, must be undertaken. One could 
ask whether a judicious introduction of the nondimensional partameters v* and P could 
bring microinstability scaling into accord with empirical scaling. Let us compare 
exponents in the formulas for power loss from Table 3 

Empirical Power Loss « | n 2 T 2 a ' M \ ( 2 0 a ) 

I B 2 A Golds ton 

Fine Scale Turbulence Power Loss « n T 2 , 3 A0-51(V»)" g: 

I B 2 / 
(20b) 

Can one choose exponents x.y to bring these formulas into agreement? The 
nondimensional parameters scale as 

:/A2£_QJL) R O C DX 
B 2 

where the (optional) A scaling in v arises from (19). There are five exponents to match 
and only two free parameters. Matching the B scaling requires y=0 and matching the n 
scaling gives x=1.0ne recognizes the resulting scaling as classical (or neoclassical, 
depending on multiplicative nondimensional parameters) with a diffusivity that falls with 
increasing temprature. Clearly, temperature and A scalings then have serious 
discrepancies. Fine scale electrostatic turbulence theories will not reproduce Goldston-
Aachen scaling, no matter how sophisticated the analytic or numerical approach. And, 
Table 4 shows that when size scaling is constrained to reproduce fine-scale turbulence, 
power degradation and density exponents differ from Eq. (8). 

4. Confinement time formula (8) exhibits a positive scaling with toroiaal field, not 
with plasma current as is reported by virtually all tokamak experiments (see Table 3). A 
closely related discrepancy is the failure of diffusivity (7) to increase outside the q m 2 
surface which is also a universally observed phenomena.3" Some theorists have 
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responded4*' by introducing mpirical dependence of the function g on q in Eq. (7) which 
remedies this deficiency and happily depends only on a non-dimensional parameter -q-
which, in principle, could affect turbulence levels. But attempts to derive such a 
dependence from nonlinear turbulence calculations have only recently been successful. 
Diffusivities with a positive q-depenence have been found in nonlinear computations of 
ITG mode turbulence41 and long wavelength ( kgp < 0.1 ) microinstabilities where 
neoclassical effects enter.4^ Moreover, linear growth rates of collisionless electron 
modes increase with shear which itself increases appreciably between the q-1 and q=2 
surfaces. Evidently, theoretical progress is being made and these works deserve further 
study. Experimental determination of whether shear exists within the sawtooth mixing 
region is an important input to microinstability diffusivity profiles.Thus the resolution of 
this discrepency could lie within microinstability physics and calls for the ability to 
deduce analytically or computationally how turbulence levels and transpon will respond 
to changes in non-dimensional quantities of order unity. Experiments should attempt to 
measure how turbulence levels depart from the mixing length value ii/n = l/kj_Ln as 
various non dimensional parameters are changed, e.g., q, s, Ln/R, etc. 

Heat pulse propagation studies4-' constitute a useful technique for studying 
diffusivity profiles and plasma transport properties in general. Most investigations have 
relied upon heat pulses following sawtooth crashes, and have found the diffusivity 
associated with thermal pulse propagation appreciably exceeds the steady-state power-
balance d:ffusvity. But, the complications of sawteeth phenomena create uncertainties in 
interpretation. Fortunately, pulsed ECH heating should eliminate these complications and 
also provide for spatial control of the heated volume, greatly improving this technique. 

5. Enhanced confinement regimes imply quite significant changes in the constant Cj 
which is a measure of the turbulence level. Simple algebra [cf Eq. (8)] shows that a 
representative H-mode enhancement of confinement time by a factor-of-2 over L-mode 
corresponds to a factor of 5,6 reduction in C\ (and to a factor of 5.6 increase in ignition 
margin). For empirical Goldston-Aachen scaling, a factor-of-2 in confinement time 
translates into a factor-of-4 in diffusivity. In ASDEX^ and TFTR,1? steepening the 
density profile improves confinement. Qualitatively, this implies that we can potentially -
and in reality - exert a very significant control over :i/rbulcnce levels. Within the context 
of fine-scale turbulence, the change in local turbulence levels must result from changes in 
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local nondimensional quantities, in particular the shape of the density profile which 
changes Ln/a, T|e, TJJ, ̂  = Ln/R, etc. Thus, identification of fine-scale electrostatic 
turbulence as the dominant transport mechanism calls for experiments that show 
turbulence levels responding to changes in profile shapes and other non-dimensional 
parameters. ITG mode theories suggest Tj/Te is an important nondimensional parameter. 
As mentioned above, sensitivity to profile shapes could also be the cause of the isotope 
effect. A contrasting observation would be that core H-mode diffusivities respond 
instantaneously to the edge H-mode transition, even though local profiles have not been 
altered, and would serve to favor a non-local marginal stability state over saturated local 
microturbulence. Validation of local fine-scale turbulence calls for significantly 
improved nonlinear studies - both analytic and computational - on the saturation levels of 
collisionless trapped electron modes and ion temperature gradient modes. We should 
understand theoretically why transport responds to nondimensional parameters. 

To summarize, validation of fine-scale turbulence scaling appears to require a 
reinterpretation of experimental data to address difficulties 1-3 and appreciably improved 
nonlinear theories to resolve points 4 and 5. 

2.5 ̂ identifying the Principal Electrostatic Micronistabilitv. 

Electrostatic instabilities come in a variety of forms - fine-scale electron drift modes, 
both collisionless and dissipative, ion temperature gradient modes, as well as large-scale 
neoclassical trapped-ion modes. To the nonspccialist, there may appear to be an ad-hoc 
profusion of many modes with little in the way of unifying concepts. Unfortunately, 
jargon has obfuscated an underlying simplicity. Ion temperature gradient modes and 
electron drift waves are different eigenfunctions of the same equation. Collisionless, 
dissipative-trapped-electron, and resisitve drift waves differ only in the equation chosen 
to represent the response of electrons to die parallel electric field and consequentfy depend 
on mean free path. Trapped-ion modes spring from the appropriate modification of these 
equations to describe ion response when the wave frequency is below the bounce 
frequency for magnetically mirroring ions. Resistive MHD and electromagnetic drift 
waves add magnetic fluctuations and induced electric fields arising from the parallel 
current density to tfiese basically electrostatic, pressure-gradient-driven waves. 

Nondimensional parameters govern which mode dominates and its transport 
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consequences. Unfortunately, the list of independent nondimensional parameters which 
can potentially govern turbulence levels is long. Table 5 lists 17 local, nondimensional 
parameters. The fine-scale ansatz eliminates only one of these - p,/a. The others all enter 
the equations governing microinstability turbulence in ways whose scaling consequences 
are not transparent. Experimentalists can vary these parameters over meaningful ranges 
and, as mentioned above, have found variation in confinement time that imply very 
significant chiinges in microinstability turbulence. Furthermore, Table 5 lists only those 
nondimensional plasma parameters which can potentially affect turbulence levels and 
transport fluxes. Plasma parameters must be determined through a self-consistent 
solution of the transport equations which can depend on still more non-dimensional 
parameters, often involving atomic physics, such as Xj/a and F0Io/q where \\ denotes 
the ionization mean free path, F 0 the neutral particle influx, IQ a typical ionization energy 
and q the outgoing heat flux. For example, the density profile shape, which influences 
turbulence levels through the parameters Ln/a and LQ/R, is surely affected by the plasma 
fueling profile — central NBI fueling in the case of TFTR supershots and edge fueling 
for DIII-D H-modes. 

The long list of nondimensional parameters is what makes tokamak transport complex 
and, along with the fine-scale ansatz, stands in contrast to hydrodynamic turbulence 
where a wide "inertial" range of spatial scales occurs but the number of nondimensional 
parameters is small. The fine-scale hypothesis restricts the range of spatial scales in 
plasma turbulence to approximately a factor of 100 — 3>kp>0.03 — a range amenable 
to simulation studies. Tokamak plasma turbulence simulations, like computational 
aerodynamics, must deal with inhomogenieties and complex geometry, but are not 
plagued by the enormous range of spatial scales characteristic of hydrodynamic 
turbulence. Fundamentally, plasma turbulence occurs in a 5-dimensional phase space, but 
3-dimensional fluid models are quite informative. It will require sophisticated analysis 
and computation to address the influence of nondimensional parameters theoretically. 
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Table 5-Nondimensional Plasma Paramexers Governing Microinstabiliry Turbulence 

Parameter Definnon Comment 

Pi/a gyroradius size; very small 

Ln/a n/[a(dn/dr)] density profile shape 

^ e ntfVdryriydn/dr)] measures VT e 

Tli n(dTi/dTr)/rTi(dn/dr)] measures VTj 

ni/ne impurity concentration profile 

a/R aspect ratio 

vn temperature ratio 

A atomic mass (AMU) 

V* flVr)3/2(qRVei)/(2Te/m)l/2 collisional mean free path 

0 16TtnT/B2 plasma pressure 

q rBj/RBe poloidal field 

s rq'/q measure of current density 

m/M mass ratio 

r/a minor radius 

©R (2T/M)"1 /2 toroidal rotation 

co'Ln(Mc/eB) toroidal rotation shear 

K, separatrix elongation, shape 
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Even within the context of electrostatic turbulence, it is not known experimentally 
which modes are the dominant ones. Most theoretical research has concentrated on fine-
scale trapped electron and ion temperature gradient modes which one presumes to have 
k j_P ~ 0.3. Laser and microwave coherent-scatter experiments are limited to the region 
k j_p > 0.3, and find the fluctuation spectrum still rising as wave number decreases as 
portrayed by Fig. 4. Since very long wavelengths, m £ 4, would appear as rapid phase 
fluctuations on interferometer chords, which measure Jnedl, and these are not reported, 
one concludes a spectral peak exists. 

At low Vj*' trapped-ion modes, which have cô i >co >Vj eff and consequently 0.1 
> kj_p > 0.03, are also a possibility. Trapped ion modes in principle are large-scale 
modes where the diffusion step-size can scale with device size. Consequendy, theoretical 
research is giving renewed attention to trapped ion m o d e s t where neoclassical 
processes enter and the poloidal field plays an important role, as it must to understand 
empirical Ip-scaling. 

It is crucial to experimentally determine where die spectrum peaks, so theorists can 
have some idea of what the dominant mode is and whedier the spectral peak depends only 
on kgp, as the fine-scale ansatz holds, or is affected by machine size. Heavy ion beam 
probe measurements,44 although limited by the ambiguities of two point observations, 
suggest that the spectrum peaks at kp a 0.1. There are a variety of incoherent X-ray 
and optical imaging experiments - beam emission spectroscopy, parallel X-ray and visible 
bremsstrahlung imaging, 2-dimensional Thomson scatter imaging - as well as multi-
detector heavy ion beam probe methods - which can potentially measure fluctuations to 
1% accuracy. These should produce fascinating visualizations of tokamak density 
fluctuations in the regime 0.3 > k i p > 0.03. High priority is warranted for imaging 
experiments. 

A rather detailed comparison is possible between measured heat and particle fluxes 
and the fluxes inferred from measured fluctuations, frequencies, etc. via quasilinear 
microinstability formulas with heavy ion beam diagnostics. Currently, agreement is 
marginal at best. 4 4 Development of multi-detector heavy-ion beam probe capability, 
which can eliminate the ambiguities of two-point measurements, coupled with improved 
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Fig. 4. Microwave scatter density fluctuation measurements, a) PDX data from T. 
Crowley and E. Mazzucato, Nucl. Fusion 25 507 (1985). Open symbols denote an 
outside scattering volume and solid symbols an inside scattering volume of a diverted 
plasma, b) Unpublished TFTR Helium L-mode data provided by N. Bretz. These spectra 
assume a width Ak, in parallel wavenumber space. 
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nonlinear theories is needed to resolve these discrepancies (or eliminate microinstabilities 
as the dominant transport mechanism). 

Electron drift waves and ion temperature gradient modes differ in their source of 
instability. Electron cyclotron emissions (ECE) can potentially indicate trapped electron 
response, which drives drift waves, by contrasting inside and outside propagation 
paths.The principle here is that, because of large optical depth, fundamental ECE 
emmision outward in major radius arises principally from electrons with a small 
relativistic shift which are highly collisional and hence unaffected by trapping. Emission 
inwards comes from high-energy trapped electrons. The fluctuating distribution function 
associated with drift waves cannot be characterized as simple temperature fluctuations. 
The role of trapped particles in driving fluctuations can also be investigated in stellarartor 
experiments that eliminate trapped particles via direct orbit losses in certain 
configurations. (Direct losses will adversely affect confinement, however.) Ion 
temperature gradient modes depend principally on parallel ion motion for destabilization. 
Observation of short-scale density fluctuations in plasmas with Vn c = 0, which 
eliminates cross-field advection as a source of fluctuations, would isolate the parallel 
compressibility destabilization of ion temperature gradient modes. 

In summary, additional measurements of density fluctuations in the wave number 
range 0.3 > kp > 0.03 (40 > m > 4 in TFTR), now probed only by heavy ion beams, are 
needed to identify which electrostatic instability is dominant as a function of 
nondimensional parameters and whether the fine-scale ansatz holds. 

2.6 Transport bv Magnetic Fluctuations. Let us turn next to the question of transport 
by magnetic braiding, wherein magnetic fluctuations destroy the picture of nested toroidal 
flux surfaces and permit electrons to stream along magnetic field lines from hotter to 
colder regions. While initial investigations4^ of magnetic braiding simply assumed 
fluctuation amplitudes, it is well-known theoretically that fine-scale magnetic fluctuations 
are inevitably associated with electrostatic E*B turbulence.42.46 These fluctuations arise 
from parallel currents associated with electrons streaming along magnetic field lines to 
neutralize ion fluctuations caused by E«B drifts. Development of a self-consistent theory 
of magnetic braiding transport is just beginning. The difficulty lies in combining the 
topology of temporally-evolving, fine-scale magnetic islands (not a quasilinear concept) 
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widi coilisionless electron dynamics. Static magnetic islands are another possibility. 
Rebut and Lallia^ as well as White and Romanellr48 argue that steady-state fine-scale 
magnetic islands, with a spatial spectrum centered on toroidal mode number N, can be 
self-consistently maintained via ergodicity effects on current densiiy. A representative 
formula for the diffusivity 

X e - (0 .5 ) -v ;R f (2i) 
R 2 s 2 q 2 N 5 

exhibits great sensivity to N which , according to Rebut and Lallia, is determined via 
nonlocal electron acceleration in a completely coilisionless ergodic region. But, in present 
and planned tokamaks, electrons must collide many times in traversing the ergodic 
region, given the estimated island sizes and realistic mean free paths. The ergodic region 
is not collision-free and the argument that static inlands can be maintained encounters 
difficulties. Dynamic islands, associated with microinstabilities, are quite possible, as 
discussed above. Bootstrap currents at rational surfaces are yet another mechanism to 
maintain islands.4^ For fixed N, formula (21) yields a diffusvity which increases with 
machine size, a feature of many empirical scalings (see Tables 3 and 4). Picturesquely, 
the tokamak is wired incorrectly and the step-size in die diffusion process is tied to 
machine size. It is also interesting to note that this diffusivity is independent of magnetic 
field strength because its physics rests only on parallel velocity and island size. It 
decreases rapidly towards the plasma boundary, whereas experimental diffusvities rise. 
Let us note that there is no direct theoretical connection between fine-scale islands and 
Rebut-Lallia confinement scaling,50 which is a strictly empirical scaling that obeys 
Connor-Taylor constraints.20 Yet another source of magnetic fluctuations, very short 
wavelength electron modes with k p » l , has recently been proposed as a cause of 
magnetic fluctuation transport.51 Here too, the diffusivity is independent of magnetic 
field strength. Microwave and laser scatter experiments should be able to observe the 
associated high-wavenumber density fluctuations. 

How can experiments distinguish between electrostatic transport and magnetic 
braiding? All approaches exploit the asymmetry in electron and ion transport arising from 
the disparity in parallel velocity, the magnetic fluctuations themselves being far too small 
to observe. One measure of magnetic fluctuation transport is the ratio a c = q e / T e r , 
where q e is the electron heat flux, and T the ambipolar pamcle flux. If tiiis ratio is large 
(ote>5), then magnetic fluctuation transport is a possibility, but not proven. If this ratio is 
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small (the lowest value is a e - 3/2), then electrostatic E*B transport dominates. 
Magnetic fluctuations can also be probed by techniques which create spatially-localized 
bursts of superthermal, circulating electrons whose subsequent diffusion can be 
monitored by sychrotron emission and x-ray tomography techniques. If magnetic 
braiding is important, then the diffusivity of superthermal test particle electrons should 
exceed the thermal diffusivity %c- Pulsed oblique ECH and lower hybrid are potential 
excitation techniques. Measuring the diffusion of positrons introduced at the plasma 
periphery via their annihilation on a pellet is an alternative and innovative approach to this 
problem. 

Helical convective cells, locked MHD modes,23 and magnetic islands resulting from 
error fields or neoclassical currents at low-order rational surfaces constitute yet another 
potential cause of tokamak transport and can be viewed as an alternative to the fine-scale 
turbulence model, or as a process4** which degrades confinement for q > 2 where low-
order rational surfaces are close. It follows that error fields are a potential resolution of 
discrepancy 4 in Section 2.1.4. Experiments commonly find degraded confinement in 
connection with locked MHD modes. Furthermore, TFTR Thomson scatter data 
suggests magnetic islands at many low order rational surfaces.52 Theoretically such 
structures appear viable, and error fields are an inevitable consequence of construction 
tolerances. The issues here are: What is the extent of such islands and do they satisfy an 
island overlap criteria? Higher accuracy Thomson scatter data is needed. The theory of 
such structures falls into the domain of neoclassical MHD24-26; this theory needs to 
progress into the nonlinear simulation area. The challenge here is to reliably and self-
consistently estimate magnetic island widths in an environment where neoclassical 
transport and stochastic electron orbits are influencing magnetic fluctuation evolution. 

2.7 The Role of Edge Turbulence. Experiments have shown that the plasma edge is a 
region where effective control over transport can be exercised. Two enhanced 
confinement modes - H-mode and supershot,'^ peaked profile^ modes - are triggered 
by edge physics. Furthermore, Langmuir probe measurements, which are possible only 
in the edge region, provide a much more detailed picture of the connection between 
fluctuations and transport, even though edge plasma physics instabilities are quite 
different than core plasma instabilities. Also, imaging53 of the edge region in TFTR 
clearly shows plasma striations with a dominant wavenumber k^p - 0.02 (m= 100 ). In 
this sense, the edge constitutes an interesting testing ground for the theory of turbulent 
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plasma transport 

Let us first turn to the physics of the H-mode transition 16.29,54 . a ^ g n leverage 
problem in tokamak transport An empirical case can be made that the H-mode transition 
corresponds to the stabilization of microinstabilities in the vicinity of a magnetic 
separatrix. The evidence 16,29,54 consists of (1) observation of an edge transport 
barrier in H-mode, (2) reduction of high frequency noise in reflectometry measurements 
at H-mode onset, and (3) development of very steep density and temperature profiles in 
the separatrix region. An experimental characterization of the instability which stabilizes 
at the transition is needed. Observational resources which can be brought to bear on this 
issue include (1) parallel imaging interferometry at the separatrix, (2) imaging 
reflectometry, (3) high spatial resolution H^ toroidal tangential imaging, (4) extensive 
poloidal magnetic probe arrays, and (5) heavy ion beam probes. 

Although enhanced confinment via H-mode appears restricted to elongated 
(preferably separatrix) plasmas, H-mode edge transitions occur in TFTR.55 a t high pg 
and large heating power (11-25MW). This transition does not improve confinement 
beyond its already-enhanced supershot value. The common element between separatrix 
and limiter configurations remains elusive, although the requirement of large $Q in 
TFTR suggests that a significant Shafranov shift is needed. Perhaps a large variation in 
local shear is the key. 

Experimental measurements of the equilibrium near a separatrix are also needed. 
Extremely high temperature and density gradients develop just inside the separatrix." 
DUI-D observations^?.^ show an inward radial electric field and sheared poloidal flow 
developing at the transition, but the cause/effect relationship is not yet clear. Also, the 
effect on main chamber neutral gas pressure on the transition (more is unfavorable) needs 
clarification. 

Recent experimental and theoretical^ work points to the role of the radial electric 
58 

field and sheared poloidal rotation in the H-mode transition. Shaing and Krume show 
that a bifurcation in poloidal rotation velocity results when the current required to 
neutralize orbit losses exceeds a critical value. Biglari et a/58 argue that the shear in 
poloidal rotation will supress microinstabilities, in qualitative agreement with 
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observations. Both these papers work in simplified geometry and the role of the 
separarrix or local magnetic shear, as well as the trigger and threshold power which starts 
this process, remain unclear. A generalization of these works to evaluate separatrix and 
local shear effects is clearly important,^ One should note that poloidal rotation is absent 
from Table 5 of nondimensional parameters. Neoclassical theory shows that poloidal 
rotation will be very small in the bulk plasma. But a sheath can arise within a poloidal 
gyroradius of the separatrix.60 Let us note that sheaths and sheared poloidal rotation also 
occur"" without H-mode transitions, suggesting that poloidal rotation is a neccessary, 
but not sufficient, phenomenon to trigger H-mode transitions. While radial electric fields 
obviously suggest a sheath process driven by particle orbit losses, experiments have not 
established that sheaths are the key to the H-mode transition. Very high resolution 
diagnostics of the separatrix region are needed. 

How will die threshold power for H-mode transitions scale? Hinton°^ argues that die 
power flux through a sheath varies as 

P s = (const.) 47t̂ R a n T cdgCvrj • min( 1, (const.) v*} (22) 

where vrj = Te(jgec/eBR denotes particle magnetic drift velocity. In the collisionless 
limit, this power is independent of edge temperature. Observations*0^'*)7 indicate that 
the edge temperature must exceed a critical value CIed g e > (const.) B-p) to effect an H-
mode transition. The physics governing die transition temperature remains to be 
identified, although one can form two expressions for temperature from the 
nondimensional parameters of confinement tiieory 

Tj = Q(q,s.R/a,...) 1-^ (e* a B 2 Zeff InA ) , f l 

T 2 = C2( q, s, R/a,...) p*2 B 2 e 2 a 2/Mc 2 

where Cj and C2 are undoubtably functions of magnetic geometry, aspect ratio, etc. 
Thus observations suggest there is a critical value of p*2 P/v* (or some similar 
combination) associated with H-mode onset. If T^jgg « B j , dien Eq. (22) provides an 
interpretation for die DIII-D results^ 7 , 0^ that die power threshold scales as nBj, since 
the edge of DIII-D lies in the high v regime. These scalings indicate a high edge 
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temperature and threshold power for H-mode in a high-density, high-B-j- device such as 
CIT. 

Theory in die vicinity of a separatrix is difficult and relies heavily on computation. 
Bodi MHD and neoclassical kinetic studies of a separatrix equilibrium widi an arbitrary 
JII profile are needed. A sheath structure in the kinetic case.60 as well as a self-
consistent radial electric field and sheared poloidal rotation, is expected. Ionization is of 
demonstrated importance, as explained below. Given the equilibrium, then the physics 
of the H-mode transition may well be found in linear theory if die hypothesis that the 
transition corresponds to a stabilization of a linear mode is correct. If only linear theory 
is needed, prospects for a physics understanding of die transition are reasonable. But it 
could be that stabilization is an artifact, and not an essential element, of the H-mode 
transition. Ignition devices plan on a separatrix; if for no otiier reason, this dictates that 
development of separatrix rneory should enjoy high priority. 

Successes at JET widi beryllium gettering,61 as well as die wall-conditioning 
requirements for supershots, point to the need for developing a scientific basis for the 
effect of plasma-wall interactions on confinement. Indeed, there is concern that die 
molybdenum walls of Alcator C Mod may produce a different confinement physics dian 
die graphite tiles planned for CIT, especially since ICRF hearing has a proclivity towards 
deleterious plasma-wall interactions. Therefore a material science basis for parties efflux 
from material walls and its response to various conditioning techniques should constitute 
an essential element of tokamak transport research. A parallel dieoretical development of 
die role which ionization plays in die edge equilibrium is needed. Experiments show that 
reductions in gas fueling rate can induce a transition to a steep-density-gradient, improved 
confinement regime. *' 

Studies of edge plasma turbulence in machines such as TEXT 4 4 and University 
tokamaks constitute an interesting testing ground for turbulent transport because probe 
measurements provide much more detailed observations regarding the turbulence, 
especially die crucial phase-shift between density and potential fluctuations.0^ The role 
of tiiese studies is io serve as ? paradigm diat tiieory and observation do coincide where 
they can be measured, thus engendering confidence in turbu'ence dieories of core 
transport. Edge studies should also attempt to clarify why low-recycling walls can 
trigger peaked density profiles with enhanced confinement 
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Recent theoretical developments in edge microinstabilities have pointed out the 
destabilizing role of radiative losses/>3 Such a thermal-instability driving mechanism is 
needed in light of experiments^1* which have shown mat edge turbulence is insensitive to 
the value of the toroidal electric field, ruling out the classic rippling mode. If fine-scale 
instabilities are thermally unstable, why isn't the equilibrium unstable to axisymmetric 
modes, calling into question the validity of the equilibrium? Thermal stability analyses of 
the equilibrium must contend with rather uncertain scalings of the anomalous heat 
flux.What is needed is a clear-cut signature that radiative cooling is the dominant 
instability drive and experimental observation of the signature. As mentioned above, the 
rippling-mode drive did not survive such a test. Furthermore, measurements indicate0^ 
VZ eff is small, eliminating this drive for resistivity-gradient instabilities. Edge 
microinstability theories must also explain the dominant kgp value observed in TFTR 
imaging experiments.53 

3. Identification of Confinment Enhancement Mechanisms:What Knobs 
Can We Turn? 

A common theme in our discussion has been the role of the density profile in 
determining whether confinement is of the supcrshot, L-mode, or H-mode variety. It is 
just as important to identify the mechanisms governing particle transport as the 
mechansim of energy transport, because it is through control of panicle transport that 
one hopes (plans?) to control energy transport. Pellets, NBI fueling, scparatrices, and 
control of wall recycling provide knobs which the experimentalist can i -nploy to 
influence the source terms in the density equation, and hence, the profile. By contrast, in 
an ignited tokamak the heat source will always be a-particle electron heating at the plasma 
center. 

It follows that theory should give particle transport high priority. Theory suggests 
that flat density profiles should reduce transport arising from electron drift modes 
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whereas steep density gradients potentially stabilize ion temperature gradient modes and 
ameliorate collisionless trapped electron modes These qualitative arguments correspond to 
two observed enhanced confiment regimes, and underscore the importance of density 
profile control. An interesting observation is that DIII-D H-modes29.67 maintain very 
flat density profiles while TFTR supershots17 as well as ASDEX and JFT-2M improved 
confinement regimes^ have steep profiles. Hence, experiments suggest a bifurcation in 
particle transport mechanisms wherein raicroinstabilities associated with steep gradients 
cause an inward particle advection which is absent in H-mode. Edge physics triggers the 
bifurcation. 

In many instances, confinement in ohmically-heated tokamaks is enhanced over 
Goldston-Aachen scaling, based on oi.mic power. Within our working hypothesis that 
ohmic heating does not fundamentally differ from any other centrally-peaked electron 
heating method (e.g., electron cylcloton heating), the linear neoAlcator regime constitutes 
a confinement enhancement technique which ASDEX *° has shown can be extended by 
density profile control. Theory interprets the improved confinement as resulting from 
higher collisionality via dissipative trapped electron mode physics.33 High power, high 
density auxiliary hearing experiments should search for similar enhancements when 
v e £0.1. Electron cyclotron hearing, which has a peaked profile and avoids additional 
neutral gas pressure, is the technique of choice here. 

Inherently, particle transport is more difficult to calculate than heat transport because 
of the ambipolarity constraint. Test particle methods give a good estimate of heat 
diffusivity, but lead to well-known errors in particle transport. Simulations of 
microinstability turbulence should include careful treatment of surface-average (m=0, 
n=0) equations to assure they obey conservation laws and include neoclassical effects, 
such as poloidal rotation damping. The mechanism causing inward advection of 
density0 0 remains to be identified. It appears that we must rely on simulation to provide 
insight. It is for this reason that simulations must be free of spurious surface-average 
effects. 

In addition to density profile, we can exercise control over the plasma shape, the 
existence and geometry of separarrices, current density profile, wall recycling properties 
and locations, and, in present experiments, hearing power and heat deposition profile. In 
H-mode plasmas, energy and particles are tranferred through the plasma surface by series 
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of relaxation oscillations 16,29 called ELMs (Edge Localized Modes) which are thought to 
be resistive or ideal MHD instabilities triggered by a steep pressure gradient at the 
separatrix. Heating power has been shown"' to regulate the frequency and intensity of 
ELMs and, through ELMs, the impurity concentrations. Plasma shape is currendy 
determined by ideal MHD stability considerations. Whether such shapes also optimize 
transport is an open issue. Plasma elongation, which increases the Troyon J3-limit,35 
also has been found experimentally to improve confinement as evidenced by the (1+K^) 

terms in Tables 3 and 4. The physics principles underlying this confinement improvement 
with elongation remain unclear. As for wall recycling, recent JET data open the 
possibility that beryllium dies or gettering may be preferable to the conventional graphite 
tiles planned for CIT. Beryllium gettering enabled JET to attain H-modes with ICRF 
alone"; the precise physical reason for diis improvement remains to be determined. 

TFTR's discovery of the supershot, high-Tj enhanced confinement regime1? with 
peaked density profiles stimulated investigation of T j » T e discharges in JET and flat-
profile, H- mode discharges with Tj » T e in DIII-D. Since ion confinement did not 
degrade in DHJ-D, even though T|; was large, one can speculate that T j » T e ameliorates 
transport arising from the ion temperature gradient mode in qualitative accord with linear 
theory. 28 Can one exploit Tj » T c in CIT? While a-particles preferentially heat 
electrons, a driven plasma with centrally concentrated ICRF^9 heating via second 
harmonic deuterium absorption could potentially raise Tj above T e . The classical 
electron-ton energy interchange rate is 

It would not be unreasonable to concentrate * 40 MW of ICRF power into the central 
10% of the plasma volume (e.g., 3m^ for CIT) leading to the possibility of a hot-ion 
core in a CTT-class device. Scientifically, a high-Tj core CIT could prototype a high-Q 
reactor as well as lead to studies of the effect of Tj/Te on transport. 

Sawtooth supression via energetic particles created by ICRF or a-particles from 
thermonuclear reactions constitutes a confinement enhancement method of great potential 
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value to CIT. Usually, the dominant form of energy transport out of the central region of 
a tokamak, where thermonuclear burning occurs, is through sawteeth relaxation 
oscillations which gready increase thermal conductivity (probably by magnetic ergodicity) 
throughout the region inside q - 1.2. In the absence of sawteeth, experiments find the 
thermal conductivity in this region to be quite low, a fact that can be understood 
theoretically as resulting from the combined effects of a flat density profile and low 
trapped-particle concentration. Recent experiments on JET^O and dieoretical work7 * 
have shown that it is possible to suppress sawteeth with energetic particles, which, if 
realized with oc-particles on CIT, should appreciably reduce the effective thermal 
conductivity inside qsl .2 where most of the thermonuclear reactions will take place, and 
enhance ignition margin. 

4. Discussion: Impact on Ignition Margin. 

How does one optimize tokamak designs to obtain maximum ignition margin? As an 
example, let us start with the microinstability scaling expression for ignition margin nTt£ 
from Table 3 

n , 3 n 3 B B 4 a 3 

n T ^« " ^ - " V s - • ( 2 3 ) 

High density operation leads to high ignition margin, but density is limited by the Troyon 
6-limit. Customarily, one envisions operating at a B-value roughly 50 - 70% of the ideal 
MHD Troyon limit." Therefore, let us re-express the functional dependence of ignition 
margin nTTj? by eliminating n in favor of 3 via the definition n * QB^/16jtT. Ignition 
margin increases linearly with B, showing that a high p-limit is an important design 

criterion. Next, at fixed B, note that the temperature enters with a negative power T " a . 
This, of course, is an artifact of our oversimplified representation of the fusion rate 

<av>e « T 2 . A T ~a dependence simply means that ignition margin maximizes at a 
temperature where 

T d < C T v > i = 2 + < J ( 2 4 ) 

<(JV>e dT 

Here <av> e denotes the effective fusion rate, including bremsstrahlung losses. If the 
exponent a exceeds unity, then ignition margin maximizes at some temperature between 6 
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and 10 keV. The final factor B 4 a 3 serves as a figure-of-merit for comparing tokamak 
designs at fixed elongation and qo.95 (or I/aBj) . The ITER value exceeds CIT by a 
factor of 1.6, giving ITER a somewhat larger ignition margin (assuming microinstability 
scaling). A key aspect is the high powers with which B and a enter the figure-of -merit — 
a 10% increase in B increases ignition margin by 40%. 

In an effort to reduce the uncertainties in projecting performance of CIT and ITER, 
the concept of similiarity sca l ing 1 " '^ ' ^ has been introduced wherein one seeks to 
compare a present experiment with anticipated CFT discharges at fixed nondimensional 
parameters p , V*. £, q, K, r)j and plasma shape. Here 

denotes the normalized gyroradius. Collisionality v and (3 have (heir usual definitions 

v*= (const.) (JLZ^aJ ? ( 2 6 ) 

p = lfanT (27) 
B 2 

The idea behind similarity scaling is that, if basic plasma physics principles govern 
confinement, then the confinement time must be expressed as 1 ,̂20 

T E - ( e f ) V( P'> V *'P' * K< R' ^ } ( 2 8 ) 

where the nondimensional arguments of y could comprise all entries in Table 5. If one 
could find a tokamak discharge with all nondimensional parameters identical with those 
proposed for CIT, then those general basic plasma physics principles predict that 
confinement should scale as TE «A/B. One need not be concerned with how 
collisionality and finite-p effects are influencing microinstability transport, for example. 
Their relative contributution should remain fixed under similarity scaling. A sequence of 
discharges with identical nondimensional parameters is parameterized by magnetic field 
strength according to 
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a = (const.) 
1/5 

n = (const.) 

T = (const) 

PA 3 Zdf 
p'6 B 4 v* 

. AZ.H 2 

(P^AZ^ 
\ P* 2 v* 2 ; 

1/5 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Unfortunately, no discharges exist which can be scaled to CIT via Eqs.(29)-(31). One 
can, however, test the hypothesis that t g « B" 1 by substituting expressions (29)-(3I) 
into unconstrained empirical confinement scalings using 

I oc afi =c B 1 / 5 

0X£. _L 

which transforms empirical scaling laws into a form 

(32) 

(33) 

t E = B - ^ ( v - , p * , p , q , i c , A i l i ) (34) 

If the similarity hypothesis is valid, then x=l. Table 6 gives results for several 
unconstrained empirical laws. 
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Table 6. Tests of Tg Scaling with B. 

Scaling Law Exponent x 

Goldston Aachen 1.4 
Kaye-all-complex 0.3 
ITER 0.67 
NeoAlcator 0.8 
Goldston thermal 0.62 

Using a similar analysis. Goldston has found that the rms error of a fit of form (34) to 
the tokamak data base has a shallow minimum at x=0.94. The case for similarity scaling 
is satisfactory; certainly, it is consistent with the tokamak data base. But, as the examples 
of Table 6 indicate, many good fits to data violate similarity scaling. One concludes either 
(1) that physics beyond that of thermal confinement is at work, or (2) that because of 
unappreciated correlated variables (e.g., T^ and n), important systematic biases are 
affecting empirical scaling. One can also ask whether the functional form of Y in Eq. 
(34), as determined by regression analysis, is close to a form corresponding to a 
justifiable theory. In other words, an arbitrary combination of nondimensional parameters 
resulting from regression analyses does not neccessarily correspond 10 theory. 

Since a discharge similar to CIT in all three nondimensional parameters cannot be 
found, one must adopt a scaling law to project CIT performance. One can argue that fine-
scale microinstability scaling is our best present choice for scaling tokamaks in that: (1) It 
gives a reasonable account of tokamak confinement data (Fig. 1). (2) The theoretical 
basis is well-established. Linear instabilities are predicted and the corresponding 
fluctuations observed^ (see also Fig. 4). Nonlinear fluctuation levels are comparable to 
rough theoretical estimates. Alternative theories such as resistive or ideal MHD either can 
not be justfied for high-temperature tokamaks or fail to predict linear instabilities. (3) 
Microinstability diffusivities have a reasonable, finite limit as n -» 0 and increase as 
gradients steepen. Against these arguments stand the concern that the fine-scale ansatz 
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may not be fulfilled and the theoretical-experimental contradictions set forth in Sec. 2. 
For example, microinstability scaling fares poorly in relating the two discharges of Table 
7, The difficulty regarding empirical scaling projections is that many scaling relations, 
with differing predictions regarding the optimization of ignition margin, fit the tokamak 
data base well. Futhcrmorc, systematic corrections to the data change the relations and the 
diffusivities associated with empirical scalings vanish as n-» 0. 

Fine-scale microinstability scaling takes the form 

TE = (*§-) (P*>J V( v*. P, q, K, A Hi ) (35) 

One can still arrange that discharges have identical values of v and p by scaling 
discharge parameters according to 

n - B-"3 <pV/Zef l ) w a-W (36) 

T - (p/v*)1/3 ( B 2 a Z.ff)1'3 . (37) 

With v and P constant, the relative contribution of fine-scale magnetic braiding and 
collisionality to microinstability transport will remain constant and those uncertainties are 
eliminated. The validity of confinement scaling (35) thus rests only on whether the fine-
scale ansatz applies. Discharge parameters, confinement times, and ignition margins in 
Table 7 are based on Eqs. (35)-(37). The scaling of Table 7 will be valid if fine-scale 
microinstabilities govern confinement and if one can argue that other nondimensional 
parameters affecting confinement enhancement will also remain constant. In view of the 
observed variation of diffusvity between L-mode and H-mode by a factor-of-5.6 in 
response to nondimensional parameter changes, these additional arguments are essential. 
Succintly, Table 7 assumes CIT achieves H-mode confinement. 

For fine-scale microinstability scaling [formulas (23) or (35)], ignition margin will 
maximize at T=8 keV and a correspondingly high density to acheive a P-value roughly 
60% of the Troyon limit. The merits of the "low" temperature, high-density approach to 
ignition have been recognized by confinement iheorists.^3. 72 i_e t u s u s c gq (23) and 
the properties of high nTig discharges in DITI-D and JET, summarized in Table 7, to 
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predict performance for CIT for the (i and v values actually attained in these 
experiments. For DIU-D, one must increase T by a factor-of-2.8 to Tj(0) = 12.7 keV 
(obtaining an average temperature near 8 KeV), B by a factor-of-4.8 to B=10T, and A 
by 1.25. The result is 

(nTtEJcrr = 100 1020keV-m-3-sec (38) 

yielding an ignition margin of almost 2. Scaling JET, one finds 

(nT-t^crr = 79 •1020keV-m-3-sec . (39) 

Again, the ignition margin exceeds unity. Goldston Aachen scaling, by contrast, is 
decidedly more pessimistic. Using the nTtg scaling of Table 3, one finds 

on 
28-10 keV-m-3sec (based on DCI-D) 

(nTTE)crr , (40) 
43-1020 keV-m-3-sec (based on JET) 

which suffices for Q>5. The reason for pessimism is the adverse density scaling of 
diffusivity, which traces back to the lack of positive density dependence in the 
confinement time scaling law. In carrying out these scalings, we have assumed that all 
other nondimensional parameters, including confinement enhancement associated with 
H-mode. remain fixed. Goldston scaling has the unexpected property that ignition margin 
is independent of p. Thus, according to Goldston scaling, the sole reason igntion margin 
improves in an elongated tokamak is the increased confinement which results from the 
higher current elongation permits. Electrostatic microinstability scaling, on the other 
hand, predicts ignition margin increases with p\ and a high ideal MHD Troyon limit is 
doubly beneficial. 

Since one can find DITI-D and JET discharges which are similar to CIT in v and P, 
the crucial question is: Does confinement in tokamaks scale with p according to formula 
(35)? This question can be addressed experimentally by creating a series of discharges 
with varying magnetic field and with density and temperature controlled via pellets, gas 
puffs, and auxiliary heating to obey relations (36) and (37). Using Eqs. (25),(36),(37) 
one finds that p wilJ vary as 
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p z ^ 1 7 6 AW 
I B 2 / 3 a5/fi 

(41) 

Let us generalize confinement scaling relation (35) to 

T E =(*£)(pT , ?<v",P.q,K. . .O (42) 

where x=3 for fine-scale microinstabiliries and x=2 for a (possible) Bohnvlike scaling 
that does not fufill the fine-scale ansatz. At fixed v and (3, confinement in a given 
machine will scale according to 

T E « B ( W . (43) 

Hence, die exponent x can be determined experimentally. Such experiments can be 
carried out even in ohmically-heaied plasmas because the required temperature scaling 
(37) fortuitously coincides with that predicted by a dissipative trapped electron model-'^ 
which reproduces the linear neoAlcator regime. These experiments will complement 
fluctuation imaging experiments in determining whether the fine-scale ansaa holds. 

One notes that the DIII-D and JET discharges of Table 7 differ appreciably in v* and 
p. Can fine-scale turbulence account for for their measured differences? From Table 3, 
one can recast the formula for fine-scale turbulence power losses into the form 

P = (const.) P T1-5 A0-5 (44) 

which implies that the JET discharge should have higher, not lower, power loss. This 
serves as an example of the difficulty encountered concerning the density dependence of 
t£ and, by implication, the v and P dependence of thermal diffusivity. Another 
candidate is that profiles differ and JET is further into enhanced confinement. 
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Table 7. High nTtg Discharges; 
CIT Discharges with Identical v and 3 

DHI-D JET 
Quantity Observed CIT Observed CIT 

Shot# 65747 20222 
B (Tesla) 2.1 10 2.8 10 
R(m) 1.7 2.1 3.1 2.1 
a(m) 0.62 0.65 1.0 0.65 
I (MA) 2.0 7.7 4.2 10.0 
nD(0) (10 2 0 m- 3 ) 1.1 S.8 0.56 3.5 
tg (sec) 0.21 0.89* 1.25 1.35* 
T;(0) (keV) 4.5 12.7 8.3 16.8 
Te(0) (keV) 3.5 9.9 7.6 15.2 
nD(0)Tj(0)tE (K^OkeVm^s) 1.0 100* 5.8 80* 

P 0.041 0.041 0.024 0.024 
K 2.1 2.1 1.9 1.9 
Power* (MW) 12 64* 7.2 24* 

p"'ciT/P*Device 0.40 0.69 

Scaled according to roicroinstability scaling t £ « B a 5 / 2 A' 1 / 2 with fixed v and 0. 
Required heating power (either thermonuclear or auxiliary); dW/dt subtracted for JET. 

Although our understanding of the H-tnode transition power threshold PJJ is 
rudimentary, one can use Eqs. (36),(37) ip expression (22) for characteristic sheath 
power and find PJJ o c 

B5/3 a4/3 
, i.e., Bohm scaling. Scaled from JET, the transition 

power is PH=35MW and from DIII-D, PH*100MW, based on the highest transition 
power of =8MW observed in DIII-D. CJT should have high auxiliary power (at least 
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50MW) to investigate H-mode transitions with nonrcacting plasmas before DT burning 
experiments commence. At present, one must conclude there is uncertainty regarding H-
modes in CIT. 

Fine-scale turbulence projections indicate that CIT will ignite, provided H-mode is 
attained. Even if confinement scaling proves to be Bohm-like, CIT will still acheive Q>5, 
as can be verified by multiplying the projected nTtg values by p'crr / p" and noting the 
resulting product still exceeds 30-10^" Ice Vm'^sec. All other nondimensional parameters 
remain fixed, so confinement scaling with v , p\ q, etc. does not enter the projection. 
While prospects that CIT will enter the self-heating regime appear excellent, much 
remains to be understood regarding transport physics, especially v and 3 effects. 

For ITER, which must ignite to fulfill its technology objectives, it is essential that 
scaling follow from the fine-scale ansatz. If fine-scale turbulence scaling prevails, then 
ITER's ignition margin exceeds CIT by a factor of 1.8 at constant v and 3- But since 
P ITER * ( 0.25)p QYT' Bohm-like scaling would call ignition into question. We note 
that scaling n,T from DUI-D to ITER via Eqs. (36),(37) produces a reasonable, but 
somewhat low temperature, discharge which favors ignition prospects according to Eq. 
(23). 

The preceding discussion has tried to convey how uncertainties in confinement 
scaling impact estimates of ignition margin. Both empirical and theoretical confinement 
scalings face difficulties because the physics mechanisms and scaling governing 
confinement and confinement enhancement are not yet definitively identified. Fortunately, 
extensive research has given both phenomenological and dieoretical understandings of 
transport that have much in common, qualitatively and quantitatively. A strong case can 
be made that CTT will exceed Q«5. But the needs of tokamak design require even more 
precision and definitiveness in predictive capability. As we move foward to reactor-class 
devices such as ITER, si2e-scaling becomes crucial. To illustrate the extremes of 
projections, the empirical Kaye-all-complex scaling relation has a figure of merit of B^-'a 
versus B^a^ for fine-scale turbulence [see Eq. (23)]. Consequently, the ignition margin 
of ITER is a factor-of-0.50 that of CIT, according to Kaye-all-complex. For fine-scale 
turbulence,we found a factor of 1.6. There remains much to be learned about transport 
mechanisms. Transport physics will remain important even for reactors because a 
thermally-stable, steady-state operating point neccessarily involves a balance between 
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thermonuclear power generation and transport losses. Our "conclusions" then take the 
form of 21 questions, listed in Table 8, whose answers are needed to improve our 
understanding of transport physics and sharpen predictive capability. 
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Table 8. Tokamak /Stellarator Transport Issues 

Issue Experimental Program Theoretical Program Resources Required 

1. At what value of k jj) does 
the density fluctuation 
spectrum peak? Does this 
value depend on machine 
size? Is the fine-scale ansatz 
satisfied? What is the size 
scaling of confinement? 

Imaging experiments of density, 
temperature fluctuations using 
optical and X-ray emissions, Thomson 
scatter, and phase contrast techniques. 
Also mulridetector heavy ion beam 
probe. Reflectometry with multiple 
receivers. B field scans to vary p while 
holding machine size, V , and p* fixed. 
Size-scaling comparisons between JET, 
DI1I-D, and Alcator C-Mod. Also TFTR, 
PLT, and Alcator C. 

3-dimensional fluid and 
5-dimensional phase space 
simulations. Saturation study 
of trapped ion modes. Wave 
propagation through 
density fluctuations to 
support reflectometry. 
Computer visualization 
of density fluctuations to 
compare with imaging 
experiments. 

Imaging optical and X-ray 

framing cameras. IR 
detector arrays. Detector 
arrays for heavy ion beam 
probe. Phased array 
refleclomtery 
receiver. Large 
supercomputer budget, 
workstations, high-speed 

data link. Algorithm 
specialists to speed up 
computation. 

2. Is the thermal energy 
confinement time 
independent of density? 
Do correlated variables bias 
empirical scalings? What 
scaling prevails in the low-
density limit? Can auxiliary 
laws describe ohmic plasmas? 

Accurate, high-resolution n,T profiles. 
Sophisticated energy budget codes 
which distinguish thermal energy 
from energetic ion tails. Experimental 
scans at constant NBI 
penetration, or with ICRF, ECH 
heating. Check fort); correlations with n e . 
Low density confinement scans. 

Use transport codes to 
compute synergistic 
effect of microinstability 
transport and other physics, 
e.g., electron-ion equilib

ration, ionization, NBI 
penetration etc. 

Tokamak operating time 
with carefully controlled 
scans. Improved 
Thomson scatter, 
Tj(r), ni(r), etc.lCRF 
and ECH high power 
healing. Add ohmic 
plasmas to data base. 



Issue Experimental Program Theoretical Program Resources Required 

3. What is physics basis 
of isotope effect? 

Accurate, high-resolution n,T profiles 
for H+.D* discharges under ohmic, 
L-mode, enhanced confinement 
conditions. Accurate measurements 
of plasma fueling, H a , radiative 
losses, neutral gas pressures. Meusure-
of fluctuation spectrum via microwave/ 
laser scatter, imaging, and HIBP techniques. 
Low n e scans to separate electron and ions. 

Transport code invest
igations of competition 
between microinslability 
transport, electron-ion 
heat exchange, atomic 
physics sources and 
sinks and their synergistic 
effect on profiles and 
turbulence. 

Tokamak operating time. 
Neutral pressure instru
mentation. Pellet injector 
fueling. Microwave 
scatter and imaging 
density fluctuation 
measurements. 

4. Why does confine
ment scale with I p , not B-ft 

High resolution n,T profiles to deduce 
effect of q,s on diffusivities. Fluctuation 
measurements to measure dependence of 
fluctuation levels on q,s minor radius. 
Do error fields and magnetic islands 
play a role? I p ramps to vary shear. 

Analytic and computational 
studies of the effect of 
magnetic quantities such as 
q,s on turbulence. 
Development of codes 
for trapped ion modes. 

Toroidal, annular simul-
algorithms. Super
computer time, work
stations, and algorithmn 
specialists. 

S. Is the tokamak in a 
marginal-stability state? 

Observe response of Tj(r) to nj(r) 
changes. Search for rapid response 
of fluctuations to deviations from 
marginal stability. Search for relation 

between Tj_ e ( j g e and Tj(0). Vary 
power deposition profile. 

Improve precision of T|j 
threshold in toroidal 
geometry. Revisit heat 
flux associated with non
linear T|j-modes. 

Pellet injector, gas-puff, 
and ELM density pertur
bation technique. 



Issue Experimental Program Theoretical Program Resources Required 

6. Does magnetic braiding 
transport play a role? 

Create impulsive, local bursts of hmh-
energy circulating electrons and follow 

their diffusion. Measure ratio qJV^T. 
X-ray pulse height analysis of non-
Maxwellian tails. Positron injection 
techniques. Runaway studies; detection 

Develop self-consistent 
electromagnetic theory and 

simulation capability 
Separate rippled magnetic 
surfaces from magneuc 
braiding. Develop neo-

ECH and lower-hybrid 
impulsive heating capabil
ity. Synchrotron and X-
ray diagnostics. 

of high energy electrons in plasma periphery, classical MHD simulations. 

7. What instability shuts off 

at the H-mode transition? 

Is the H-mode transition 

characterized by T^gg-* B T ? 

Are sheaths an essential 

element of die H-mode 

transition? 

Visualization by imaging interferometry, 

imaging reflectometry, and beam emission 

spectroscopy. Poloidal magneuc probe array 

observations of turbulence near separa-

trix. Sensitivity of transition to j (r), 

neutral gas pressure. Plasma flow (E r) 

measurements in separatrix plasmas, 

plasmas. Scaling of transition power 

threshold. High resolution n, T, $ 

profiles near separatrix to locate sheath 

regions of poloidal gyroradius scale. 

MHD and kinetic equilibrium 

and stability in the vicinity 

of separatrix. Neoclassical 

plasma sheaths.Self-

consistent radial electric 

fields .poloidal flows, and 

instabilities. Ionization and 

radiative cooling effects. 

Linear stability of improved 

separatrix equilibria. 

Fluctuation diagnostics 

focussed on sepaniirix 

vicinity. Extensive neutral 

pressure measurements. 

Tj.u; spectroscopic meas

urements in separatrix 

plasma. Improved equi

librium codes with J || ̂ 0 

at scparatrix. 



Issue Experimental Program Theoretical Program Resources Required 

8. What is level of density 

fluctuations when Vne=0? 

9. How do fluctuations and 
transport respond to non-
dimensional parameters, 
especially steep density, 
supershot profiles? Can a 
linear neoAlcator regime be 
found with ECH? 

Microwave laser scatter and imaging 

fluctuation measurements in flat density 

plasmas. This isolates the negative 

compressibility ITG drive. Measure Tj . 

Generalization of 4 and 8. Of key interest 
here is the parameter e„ =Ln/R which 
governs trapped particle - drift wave inter
action, as well as q which observations 
show cannot be small in supershots. 
High power, 222 harmonic ECH heating 
of dense plasmas. Pellet injections. 

Fluid and phase space Same as 1,4. Fast ion 

simulations of fluctuations temperature measure-

with Vn e=0. Investigate ment techniques, 

role of non-zero Vni and Vnj 

Focus on marginal stability Pellet injectors. ICRF 
and saturation of instabilities and ECH heating, 

at small e n and r\t. Simulation codes with 
Investigate density transport accurate, neoclassical 
mechasnism, especially surface- average 

density advection physics, equations. 

10. How does the vacuum Measurement of panicle, photon, and rf 
wall material affect the plasma wave fluxes incident on vacuum wall, 
edge? Measurements of n e , T e , T; at wall and 

limiters. Neutral gas measurements in 
divenor, main chamber. Detached plasmas 
as a perturbation technique. 

Develop model for response Neutral gas and low-
of wall material to fluxes and emergy neutral particle 
rf waves. Compute effect of diagnostics for particles 
ionization and radiative loss incident on plasma. 
on edge plasma equilibrium. JET and ASDEX 

data crucial. 



Issue Uxpcrimenlsl Program Theoretical Program Resources Required 

II. Can high - \\ plasmas 
be exploited in CIT? 

2"" harmonic ICRI- healing of 
dculeriuni, pellet-produced plasmas 
in TFTR and JUT. Study relative 1CRF 
licut deposition, to electrons and ions. 

Computation of election High power ICRI' 
versus ion power deposition at 80 Ml Iz for TITR 
profiles for fast waves near and 55 Ml Iz for JKT. 
the 2"" harmonic deurtcrium 
resonance. 

12.1 low do shear, magnetic lixpkut stcllarator geometry, 
well, and poloidnl field affect 
fluctuation amplitudes? 

especially the ATI' lorsntron. where 
the rotational transform is largest ut 
the plasma edge, in contrast to a 
tokamak. This should help clarify the role 
poloidal Held on transport coefficients. 

Develop theory of micro- Scattering, visualization 
instabilities in tnrsatron 
gcointery. 

and heavy ion beam 
probe measurements 
in ATF. 

l.V Are Ibcre regimes of 
different confinement 
physics and scaling? What 
marks the boundury between 
linear ncoAlcaior ami 
saturated ohmie confinement? 

i-'xpcrimciilal scans which emphasize large Linear theory focussed on lixperimcnts with a 
ranges of noiidimcnsionul parameters. Docs identifying regimes where full complement of 
collisionality characterize the transition various iiiicroinsiabilities active controls: NHI, 
between linear and saturated olnnic are expected to dominate. J.CRF.KCI 1, pellets, 
confinciiKiit? Nonlinear theory at identified wall coiidiiioning.cic. 

regime boundaries. 



Issue Experimental Program Theoretical Program Resources Required 

14. Are locked modes and neo- More accurate Thomson scatter for 

classical MJ ID modes 
contributing to transport? 

T e plateaus associated with low-oidrr 
rational surfaces. Large-scale imaging 
diagnostics. Poloidal, toroidal arrays of 
peripheral magnetic probes. Fast interfer
on*: try of large-scale density fluctuations. 
Measure error fields. See also 6. 

Develop non-axisymmctric Supercomputer time. High 

equilibrium codes and 
neoclassical MHD time-
dependant codes. 

laser pulse energies to 
improve Thomson scatter 
accurracy. 

IS. Does magnetic flutter 

at the c/tupg scale cause 

transport? 

Microwave/laser scattering measurements 

in the kp; » 1 range. 

Develop nonlinear theory of Large-angle micro-

r| e modes, especially in the wave/laser scattering 

presence of magnetic flutter, geometries. 

16. Is die H-mode non-local? Measure time response of core diffusities 
and fluctuations to H-mode transition. 

Accurate, time-dependent n, T profiles 
and energy budget analysis. 

If yes, develop mariginal 

stability model of core 

H-mode transport. 

Same as 1,2. 



Issue Experimental Program 

17, How does plasma shape. Measure plasma transport at fixed By, 
local magnetic shear, and q, n versus shape. Spectroscopic 
separatrix geometry influence measurements of poloidal flow, 
transport, edge E p and H- E r near separarrix. 
mode transitions? 

18. Are trapped electrons 
playing a crucial role? 

Contrast inside and outside ECE 
fluctuation measurements. Large 
optical depth means that inside ECE 
is sensitive to high energy, trapped 
electrons. Imaging of r.uperthermal 
X-ray fluctuations. Experiments in 
stellarator geometry, where trapped 
particle fraction is controllable. 

Theoretical Program Resources Required 

Understand how plasma 
shape influences linear 
stability, nonlinear 
saturation of dominant 
instabilities. Development 
of neoclassical theory of 
sheath in separatnx region. 

Tokamak with flexible 
shape, auxiliary heating, 
etc. 

Develop ECE emission 
theoty for fluctuating 
non-Maxwellian velocity 
distribution. 

Inside ECE observational 
capability. X-ray 
tangential imaging 
capability with 
response for super-
thermal X-rays. 



Issue Experimental Program Theoretical Program Resources Required 

19. What triggers ELMs? 

20. Will energeuc panicle 
control of sawteeth enhance 
ignition margin in CFT? 

Dependence on j | | , plasma pressure 
profiles in separalrix region. Accurate 
pressure profiles needed to assess 
ideal MUD ballooning stability. 

Ideal and resistive 
MHD simulations of 
plasma sepanilrix region. 

ICRF creation of energtic particles to greatly Develop energeuc particle 
increase sawtooth period. Exploit excellent algorithmn for use in 
confinement of q= 1 region. resistive MHD codes. 

High resolution Thomsom 
scatter measurements of 
plasma pressure profiles 
in separatrix region. 

High-power fast wave 
1CRF healing in 
circular and shaped 
tokamaks. Super
computer rime. 

21. Can local micro-
instability turbulence models 
account for heat pulse propa
gation results? 

Attempt heat pulse propgation in situations 
free of complicating effects of the sawtooth 
crash, e.g., pulsed ECH studies. Accurate, 
high-time-resolution T e and n e profiles. 
Compare ECH, sawtooth-induced heat 
pulses. 

Model heat pulse propagation Pulsed ECH healing, 
using microinslabilily 
diffusiviiies, accounting for 
T c effects on diffusivity. 
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